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A B S T R A C T

Background: Spinal cord injury (SCI) disturbs the autonomic nervous system and induces dysfunction or failure
of multiple organs. The systemic microcirculation disturbance that contributes to the complications associated
with SCI remains to be clarified.
Methods: We used male mice (29–32 g) and modified weight-drop injury at T10 to evaluate the systemic mi-
crocirculation dysfunction during the first 2 weeks after SCI. We determined permeability and microvascular
blood flow in several organs and evaluated their vasomotor function. We also measured circulating endothelial
cells (CECs), circulating endothelial progenitor cells (CEPCs), circulating pericyte progenitor cells (CPPCs), and
serum proinflammatory cytokines.
Results: The endothelial permeability of almost all organs increased after SCI. Microvascular blood flow de-
creased in the bladder and kidney and increased in the spleen and was accompanied by endothelial vasomotor
dysfunction. SCI also induced an increase in CECs, CEPCs, and CPPCs in peripheral blood. Finally, we confirmed
changes in a systemic cytokine profile (interleukin [IL]-3, IL-6, IL-10, IL-13, granulocyte colony-stimulating
factor, and regulated on activation normal T cell expressed and secreted) after SCI.
Conclusions: These data indicate that a systemic microcirculation disturbance occurs after SCI. This information
may play a key role in the development of effective therapeutic strategies for SCI.

1. Introduction

In addition to the primary mechanical lesion, spinal cord injury
(SCI) induces secondary degeneration, which extends the tissue damage
[1]. Moreover, SCI disturbs the autonomic nervous system and multiple
organs[2]. These disorders, which include cognitive disorder, liver
damage, kidney dysfunction, and cardiovascular effects, are commonly
present in patients with SCI [3]. A great deal of evidence indicates that
many factors, such as pathological connection after SCI, systemic

inflammation, and immunosuppression after the injury, are responsible
for the post-SCI complications [4–7]. However, it is still unclear whe-
ther a systemic microcirculation disturbance contributes to the com-
plications associated with SCI.

The microcirculation is an important factor in the inflammatory
response [8]. During inflammation, the microvasculature (arterioles,
capillaries, and venules) displays characteristic phenotypic alterations
that seem to increase the number of inflammatory cells in the injured
tissue and segregate the lesioned region from healthy tissue and the
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systemic circulation. Various cells that normally spread in blood (leu-
kocytes, platelets) or localize to the vessel wall (endothelial cells [ECs],
pericytes) are activated in response to inflammation [9]. Micro-
circulation has many characteristic responses to inflammation, such as
impaired vasomotor function, abnormal capillary perfusion, increased
vascular permeability, mobilization and recruitment of angiogenic
progenitor cells, and increased circulating ECs (CECs) [10–13]. Micro-
circulation alterations, especially in the early stage of SCI, might be one
of the pathogenic factors involved in the injury-associated complica-
tions.

Therefore, we aimed to study microcirculatory function in SCI an-
imal models of acute and subacute post-traumatic contusion. We de-
termined permeability and microvascular blood flow (MVBF) and
evaluated the vasomotor function of several organs. We also measured
CECs, circulating endothelial progenitor cells (CEPCs), circulating
pericyte progenitor cells (CPPCs), and serum proinflammatory cyto-
kines. Evaluation of the microcirculation may suggest new therapeutic
strategies for SCI-induced complications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental animals

Eight-week-old male ICR mice were bought from the Institute of
Laboratory Animal Science, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
(CAMS) & Peking Union Medical College (PUMC). The mice were
maintained at 26 °C and 38.5% humidity under a 12-h light/dark cycle
(light on from 07:30 to 19:30 h).

2.2. Animal welfare

The animal experimental procedures were approved by the
Experimental Animal Care and Ethics Committee of the Institute of
Microcirculation, CAMS & PUMC.

2.3. Experimental design

To evaluate permeability using Evan's Blue dye, mice were divided
into two groups: a sham group and an SCI group. Each group contained
four subgroups (n=6 each): 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, and 14 days. For the
laser Doppler imaging (LDI), laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF), cytokine,
and flow cytometry analyses, mice were randomly divided into two
groups: a sham group and an SCI group. Each group contained four
subgroups (n=6 each): 1 day, 3 days, 7 days, and 14 days. To prevent
potential biases in performance and detection, the people who per-
formed the experiments, collected data, and assessed outcomes were
blinded to animal groupings throughout the course of the experiments.

2.4. Creation of animal models

Animals were anesthetized using 1.5% isoflurane inhalation and
underwent laminectomy at the thoracic vertebra level 10 (T10) on a
thermostat-controlled heating pad in the prone position. Briefly, a la-
minectomy was performed at the T10 level and the spinous processes of
T8 and T11 were clamped to stabilize the spine. Mice received a 50-
kilodyne spinal contusion injury using the Infinite Horizons Impactor
(Precision Systems & Instrumentation, Lexington, KY) [14]. Mice in the
sham group only underwent the laminectomy without impact. Mice
were placed in a warming chamber at approximately 40 °C until they
were completely awake. Due to the neurogenic bowel and bladder after
SCI, feces and urine were manually expressed. We used buprenorphine
(0.05 mg/kg, intraperitoneal) immediately and every 6 h post-surgery
for 1 day to reduce pain.

2.5. Assessment of microvascular penetrability

Evan's Blue leakage was evaluated as described previously [15].
Evan's Blue dye (2% (w/v) in saline; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) was
infused intraperitoneally into animals. After 3 h, mice were narcotized
and transcardially infused with saline, followed by 4% paraformalde-
hyde. The organs, including the brain, spinal cord, spleen, testis, liver,
lung, bladder, and kidney, were removed, dried, and weighed. Samples
were homogenized in a 50% trichloroacetic acid solution for 3 days at
room temperature and centrifuged at 10,000×g for 10min. The
fluorescence of the supernatants was then quantified at an excitation
wavelength of 620 nm and an emission wavelength of 680 nm. A
standard curve with Evan's Blue dye (0 μg, 50 μg, 100 μg, 200 μg,
400 μg, 800 μg, 1600 μg, 3200 μg, and 6400 μg in trichloroacetic acid)
was generated and fluorescence intensity was measured using a spec-
trophotometer at the above excitation and emission wavelengths. All
measurements were within the range of detection established by the
standard curve. The dye concentration was calculated as the ratio of
absorbance relative to the amount of tissue. Dye weight of samples was
recorded as μg/mg of tissue.

2.6. LDI measurement of organ blood perfusion

MVBF was examined using a Laser Doppler Line Scanner® (Moor
Instruments Ltd., Axminster, UK) at a stable temperature (24 ± 1 °C)
and 60% relative humidity. The mice were anesthetized and a line of
785 ± 10 nm laser light was scanned over the organs. The spleen and
kidney were exposed through a paracostal incision, the brain through a
scalp incision, and the bladder through a midline lower abdominal la-
parotomy. The bilateral testes were exteriorized through a scrotal in-
cision. A scanning mirror along with other optics onto a 64-element
linear array was used to direct the Doppler-shifted light from moving
blood cells and the non-shifted light from stationary tissue in order to
establish a two-dimensional color-coded perfusion image. Data were
computerized and recorded as image and numerical data (perfusion
units). For LDI analysis, five flux images were obtained through con-
tinuous scanning. Thereafter, in moorLDI Image Review (version 5.3;
Moor Instruments Ltd.), the images were averaged to minimize any
disturbance caused by movements [16].

2.7. Detection of organ vasomotion and spectral analysis of LDF signals

After measurement of blood perfusion, vasomotion was detected
using a dual-channel laser Doppler monitor instrument (moorVMS-
LDF2, Moor Instruments, Ltd.) and a fiberoptic probe (Moor
Instruments Ltd.) with a calculated penetration depth of 2.5 mm. The
electrode was placed within 1mm of the detection site. After each run,
the probes were replaced to shun additive effects and partial exhaustion
of contractile and relaxing ability.

A specific device containing colloidal latex particles was used to
calibrate data before each test session. The Brownian motion of these
particles provided the normalized values. The LDF signal was con-
tinuously documented by an interfaced computer running Moor soft-
ware for Windows (moorVMS-PC version 2.0, Moor Instruments Ltd.) as
previously described [16]. Briefly, as for the analysis of LDF, 5-min
consecutive data were filtered by a built-in noise filter in the software to
remove any noise spikes and frequencies above 10 Hz, which were used
for subsequent wavelet analysis. The wavelet analysis was performed
by means of the Moor software. A three-dimensional plot was produced
from the wavelet transformations of perfusion signals, which connected
representations of vasomotor outputs in time and frequency domains.
Then, the three-dimensional plot was projected in two dimensions as
the average over time (Fig. 1A). According to previous studies [17–19],
0.01–5.00 Hz was detected and slower contributions (0.01–0.25 Hz)
were recognized as being caused by endothelial factors. The relative
value of endothelial factors was recorded as the ratio between the
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endothelial amplitude value and the sum amplitudes for the total fre-
quency range.

2.8. Flow cytometry

Blood was collected by retro-orbital puncture and anticoagulated
using ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. Immunostaining was performed
according to previous methods immediately after sample collection
[20–22]. Briefly, 200 μL blood was collected in a tube and centrifuged
at 500×g for 10min. We discarded the upper plasma phase and re-
suspended the lower phase in cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and
incubated it on ice for 30min. Then, FcR-blocking agent was added at a
concentration of 1 μg/mL and the tubes were incubated on ice for
10min. Samples and the fluorescence-minus-one (FMO) control were
marked using antibodies and fluorescence dye. To detect CPPCs, the
following monoclonal antibodies directly labeled with fluorochromes
were used: CD140b-PE, CD45-APC, and CD31-PE/Cy7 (BioLegend, San
Diego, CA) and the Syto16-FITC nuclear stain (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA). To detect CEPCs and CECs, we used Flk-1-PE, CD117-PE/Cy7
(BioLegend), CD45-APC, and Syto16-FITC. After incubation, 2-mL RBC

Lysis Buffer (Thermo scientific, Waltham, MA) was added to lyse red
blood cells according to the manufacturer's specification. The lysis
buffer was diluted with 2mL PBS to stop the reaction. The cells were
centrifuged at 300×g and resuspended in 200 μL PBS. For absolute
counts, the reagent 123count eBeads, which contains approximately
1000 beads/μL, was used. We added 50 μL of beads into each tube and
briefly vortexed the tube before collection to ensure equal distribution
of cells and beads.

Before analysis, the residual cells in the flow cytometer were thor-
oughly removed. Samples were analyzed using an Accuri C6 Flow
Cytometer and Accuri CFlow analysis software (version 1.0.264.15) at a
medium flow rate (< 3000 events per second) using an FSC-H threshold
of 550,000 to avoid debris and electronic noise. In each analysis,
1000,000 total events were gathered. For each blood sample, FMO-
matched controls were analyzed to set the appropriate regions.

CECs were positive for Syto16 (DNA) and Flk-1 (EC marker) and
negative for CD117 (progenitor marker) and CD45 (hematopoietic
marker). CEPCs were positive for Syto16 (DNA), CD117, and Flk-1 and
negative for CD45. CPPCs were positive for Syto16 (DNA) and CD140b
and negative for CD45 and CD31 (EC marker) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Spectral analysis of endothelial factors. A, Corresponding vasomotor amplitude during the study period. B, Values of the relative amplitudes of the oscillatory
LDF signal for endothelial factors. n=6 in each group. *P < 0.05 compared with the sham group.
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Fig. 2. Detection of circulating EPCs, ECs, and PPCs. A, Analytical strategy for CECs and EPCs. All leukocytes were first gated on a FSC/SSC dot plot as P1 (a). This P1
population was displayed on a Syto16/Flk-1 dot plot and the events showing a natural distribution were gated as P2 (b). The P2 cell set was displayed on a CD45/
Syto16 dot plot following gating of the CD45-Syto16+ events as P3 (c). The CD45-Syto16+ events were displayed on a Flk-1/CD117 dot plot, and the cutoffs were
gated for Flk-1+CD117+ events as P5 for EPCs and for Flk-1+CD117- events as P4 for CECs (d). For bead counting, the bead region was gated as P6 (e).
Population hierarchy (f). Analytical strategy for CECs and EPCs. CEC absolute count= [Cell Count (# of cells in P4]×Bead Volume (50 μL)]/[Bead Count (# of
events in P6)× Initial Volume (200 μL)]× Bead Concentration. EPC absolute count= [Cell Count (# of cells in P5)× Bead Volume (50 μL)]/[Bead Count (# of
events in P6)× Initial Volume (200 μL)]× Bead Concentration. B, Analytical strategy for PPCs. All leukocytes were first gated on a FSC/SSC dot plot as P1 (a). This
P1 population was displayed on a SSC/CD45 dot plot and the CD45 events were gated as P2 (b). The P2 cell set was displayed on a CD31/Syto16 dot plot following
gating of the CD31-Syto16+ events as P3 (c). Finally, the CD31-Syto16+ events were displayed on a CD31/CD140b dot plot with the cutoff for CD140b+ events as
P4 (d). For bead counting, the bead region was gated as P5 (e). Population hierarchy (f). Analytical strategy for PPCs. PPC absolute count= [Cell Count (# of cells in
P4)× Bead Volume (50 μL)]/[Bead Count (# of events in P5)× Initial Volume (200 μL)]× Bead Concentration.
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According to the instructions for the 123count eBeads system and
other references, the absolute enumeration of cells was regarded as the
concentration of the original blood sample in the tube.

2.9. Measurement of cytokine profiles

A magnetic bead-based multiplex assay system that can detect and
quantify multiple cytokines from a single sample of plasma was used to
analyze cytokines. A mouse cytokine 23-plex assay (Bio-Plex Pro Mouse
Cytokine 23-plex, #M60009RDPD) was used to simultaneously mea-
sure the levels of 23 cytokines (eotaxin, granulocyte colony-stimulating
factor [G-CSF], granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, in-
terferon γ, interleukin [IL]-1β, IL-1α, IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-
10, IL-12p40, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-17A, Keratinocyte chemoattractant,
monocyte chemotactic protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein
[MIP]-1α, MIP-1β, regulated on activation normal T cell expressed and
secreted [RANTES], and tumor necrosis factor). All standards, reagents,
and samples were prepared according to the manufacturer's instruc-
tions. We analyzed plasma aliquots (50 μL), with a minimum of 50
beads acquired per analyte. The plates were analyzed with a multi-
plexing diagnostic instrument (Bio-Plex 200; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
The fluorescent data of each cytokine were obtained using the manu-
facturer's software (Bio-Plex Manager 6.1; Bio-Rad). The standard curve
of each analysis was produced using standards supplied by the manu-
facturer.

2.10. Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean
(SEM) and were analyzed using SPSS version 17.0 statistic software
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Differences between two groups were de-
termined by Student's t-tests. One-way analysis of variance followed by
post-hoc Tukey's analysis was used to compare three or more groups.
Results were considered significant at P < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Microvascular permeability of organs after SCI

It is crucially important to investigate vascular barrier permeability
in order to understand the vasculature disruption after SCI. Here, we
successfully established SCI model (Figs. 3 and 4). Then we examined
the dynamic changes in microvascular permeability over time, from
1 day post-injury (dpi) to 14 dpi (Fig. 5). During our observation period,
the blood–spinal cord barrier was maximally damaged at 1 dpi and
appeared to be restored at 7 dpi and 14 dpi. The blood–brain barrier
was disrupted from 3 dpi until 14 dpi. When compared with the sham
group, the permeability of the blood–testes barrier in the SCI group
increased at 3 dpi, peaked at 7 dpi, and was still higher at 14 dpi. The
microvascular permeability of the spleen and liver was markedly higher
in the SCI group than in the sham group at 1 dpi after injury and

gradually increased from 1 dpi to 14 dpi. The microvascular perme-
ability of the lung and kidney in the SCI group at 1 dpi was increased
when compared with that in the sham group; this increase persisted
until 14 dpi. The microvascular permeability of the bladder was higher
in the SCI group than in the sham group at 7 and 14 dpi.

3.2. Organ blood perfusion and spectral analysis of endothelial factors
related to vasomotion after SCI

SCI was responsible for the alterations in the MVBF (Fig. 6). Clear
differences were observed in most tissues between the sham and injured
groups, except the brain and testes. However, the MVBF was not altered
in the same pattern in these organs. In the kidney, the MVBF was sig-
nificantly decreased at 14 dpi. In the bladder, the MVBF was maximally
decreased at 1 dpi, which lasted until 14 dpi. In the spleen, the MVBF
peaked at 3 dpi and then returned to baseline levels. Additionally, LDF
investigation of organ microcirculation was performed via spectral
analysis of organ blood flow oscillation (Fig. 1). The data showed that
the relative values of endothelial factors decreased in the bladder at
3 dpi and in the spleen, brain, testes, and kidney at 7 dpi, suggesting
that systemic and local microvascular disturbances after SCI might be
related to alterations in endothelial function.

3.3. Detachment of ECs and mobilization of CEPCs and CPPCs after SCI

To investigate whether SCI triggers the production of CECs, CEPCs,
and CPPCs in the peripheral blood, flow cytometry was used to de-
termine the numbers of CECs, CEPCs, and CPPCs in mice at 1, 3, 7, and
14 dpi (Fig. 7). The number of CECs was much higher in SCI mice than
in the sham group at 3 and 7 dpi. The number of CEPCs in SCI mice
peaked at 3 dpi and gradually reduced at 7 and 14 dpi. The kinetics of
CEPCs were similar to those of CPPCs. The numbers of CEPCs and
CPPCs were unaltered at 1 dpi in the two groups. The numbers of CEPCs

Fig. 3. Histological images of sham and SCI mice at 14 days. Scale bar= 200 μm.

Fig. 4. Basso mouse scale (BMS) of sham and SCI mice at 14 days. n=6 in each
group. **P < 0.01 compared with the sham group.
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Fig. 5. Temporal disruption of the microvascular barrier of organs as evaluated using Evan's Blue spectrophotometry. Quantification of the amount of Evan's Blue in
different organs and tissues. n=6 in each group. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 compared with the sham group.

Fig. 6. Organ blood perfusion. Blood flow of organs was detected using a Laser Doppler Line Scanner. A, Video and flux images of several organs. B, Quantification of
blood flow. n= 6 in each group. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 compared with the sham group.
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and CPPCs were also significantly higher in SCI mice than in the sham
group at 3 and 7 dpi. The numbers of CEPCs and CPPCs in SCI mice
peaked at 3 dpi and were moderately decreased at 7 and 14 dpi.

3.4. Plasma levels of chemokines and inflammatory cytokines in mice with
SCI

The levels of 23 cytokines were analyzed using a multiplex enzyme
immunosorbent assay in the plasma after injury (Fig. 8). The levels of
plasma IL-10 and IL-6 at 14 dpi, IL-3 at 3 dpi, and IL-13 at 1 dpi were
clearly higher in the SCI group than in the sham group. The level of
plasma G-CSF was significantly increased at 1 dpi but returned to
baseline from 3 to 14 dpi. The trend of RANTES was similar to that of G-
CSF at 3 dpi.

4. Discussion

This study evaluated systemic microcirculation function after SCI in
mice during the first 2 weeks after injury (acute and subacute periods).
We found increased endothelial permeability in almost all organs after
SCI. We observed decreased MVBF in the bladder and kidney and in-
creased flow in the spleen, as well as endothelial vasomotor dysfunc-
tion. We found that SCI increased the levels of CECs, CEPCs, and CPPCs
in the peripheral blood. Finally, we studied the changes in the systemic
cytokine profile related to microcirculation disorders after SCI.

The endothelium forms the innermost lining of blood vessels.

Maintenance of the barrier characteristics of the endothelium is crucial
for physiological function [9,23–25]. Endothelial barrier function
mainly relies on adherens junctions, tight junctions, and gap junctions
between ECs [26]. After stimulation by intrinsic and extrinsic proin-
flammatory mediators, inter-endothelial junctions open to allow para-
cellular fluid passage. Endothelial barrier disruption and hyperperme-
ability contribute to the pathogenesis of various acute and chronic
inflammatory diseases. In this study, most organs showed increased
endothelial permeability from 1 day after injury until 14 days. In ad-
dition to the blood–spinal cord barrier and blood–brain barrier in the
central nervous system, peripheral organs have other similar barriers,
such as the blood–testes barrier and blood–spleen barrier. Increased
permeability of the endothelial barrier can cause tissue edema, in-
flammatory cell infiltration, and dysfunction of these organs and result
in the clinical complications of SCI, such as pulmonary edema, liver
edema, immune abnormalities, and renal dysfunction [6].

Most studies of the microcirculation after SCI have focused on the
spinal cord itself [27,28]. An altered MVBF in other organs after SCI has
not been well studied. Better understanding of the MVBF in specific
organs is needed because changes in tissue perfusion may be related to
the pathophysiology of organ dysfunction. Here, we revealed the time
course of changes in the organ system microcirculation after acute SCI
at low thoracic levels by LDI and spectral analysis. LDI has lower spatial
changeability than LDF and can provide 2D image-mapping of organ
perfusion [29]. The MVBF is considered the most important hemody-
namic variable in maintaining tissue perfusion. Systemic and metabolic

Fig. 7. Numbers of circulating EPCs, ECs, and PPCs in peripheral blood after SCI. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. n=6 in each subgroup. *P < 0.05
compared with the sham group on the same day.

Fig. 8. Concentrations of chemokines and inflammatory cytokines in plasma. Quantitative analysis of IL-3, IL-10, IL-13, G-CSF, and RANTES levels in different
groups. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM. n=6 in each subgroup. *P < 0.05 compared with the sham group on the same day.
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disturbances after SCI could be related to organ-specific changes in the
MVBF that cause ischemia and/or hyperemia and possible organ da-
mage. The observed decrease in the MVBF in the bladder might be
because high pressure on the bladder wall blocks blood flow. In addi-
tion, there was a gradual decrease in the MVBF of the kidney over time,
which might be related to increased renal blood flow resistance caused
by urinary retention. Additionally, the MVBF of the spleen was in-
creased at 3 dpi, and we speculated that this increase might be asso-
ciated with immunological stress and organ-specific vascular responses.
The MVBF is mainly controlled by the constriction and dilatation of
precapillary sphincters, depending on neuromodulation and local fac-
tors. Regulatory mechanisms mainly involve the release of endothelial
vasoactive mediators and autonomic feedback. SCI could cause an im-
balance among vasoregulatory compounds that is dependent on both
systemic and intrinsic autoregulatory mechanisms.

LDF signals are usually analyzed by wavelet analysis [30]. The
frequency spectrum can fall into a predefined range of interest in order
to discard signals at higher or lower frequencies and analyze the events
happening at the frequencies of interest. For mice, slower frequencies
(< 0.25 Hz) are caused by endothelial factors (without nervous reg-
ulation) [31,32]. Here, we mainly observed the effect of SCI on en-
dothelium factors related to vasomotion. The results indicated that the
ability of the endothelium to regulate vascular activity was interrupted
after SCI.

Evidence indicates that the number of CECs reflects endothelial
damage [24]. CECs are regarded as mature cells that are shed from the
intimal monolayer after endothelial damage [33]. The number of CECs
is elevated in states of vascular remodeling and injury [34,35]. In this
study, there was a significantly higher number of CECs in SCI mice at 3
and 7 dpi. There may be two possible reasons for this finding. First, in
the traumatized spinal cord, vascular injury might result in endothelial
cell shedding. Second, prolonged systemic inflammation, ROS activity,
cytokines, and tissue proteases that disrupt the integrity of integrin and
adhesion of cadherin in ECs might also cause shedding of ECs from the
blood vascular system. In contrast, CEPCs, mainly derived from the
bone marrow, are considered to participate in vascular regeneration
and renewal[36,37] and may represent a type of cells that are key to
tissue repair.

Here, we determined that acute SCI increased the number of CEPCs,
which is in accordance with recent animal studies showing that the
number of CEPC colonies from circulating mononuclear cells increased
after SCI and peaked at 3 dpi [38,39]. Successful revascularization of
injury tissue relies on the formation of new vessels and their stabili-
zation and maturation via the recruitment of support cells. Indeed, in-
creasing evidence shows the existence of circulating progenitors for
other phenotypes besides CEPCs. Indeed, CPPCs in the bloodstream
have been described [40]. In this study, we observed that acute SCI
increased the numbers of CPPCs. The mode of circulating EPC kinetics
after SCI was mainly similar to those of CPPCs. Work has shown that
bone marrow-derived EPCs may contribute to tissue repair by aug-
menting neovascularization and astrogliosis following SCI [41]. How-
ever, there is no research on pericyte progenitor transplantation after
SCI. This may be a future research direction for us.

SCI is triggered by primary damage, such as mechanical injury of
the spinal cord, leading to progressive tissue loss, and by secondary
damage, involving blood vessel dysfunction and inflammation [42,43].
We speculated that the dysfunction of the endothelial barrier might be
related to a systemic inflammatory reaction caused by SCI. Based on the
data from this study, elevated plasma levels of cytokines, including IL-3,
IL-6, IL-10, IL-13, G-CSF, and RANTES, might affect endothelial func-
tion. IL-6 is a multi-functional cytokine regarded as a primary mediator
of the acute phase response [44]. Several types of immune cells and
capillary components, including ECs and pericytes, produce IL-6
[45–48]. IL-13 is a cytokine produced by T cells that can promote the
accumulation of eosinophils during inflammatory reactions [49].
RANTES is a chemoattractant and immunoregulatory molecule that is

secreted by some types of cells such as macrophages, ECs, and pericytes
[50]. Increased expressions of IL-6, IL-13, and RANTES after SCI likely
come from resident and infiltrating immune cells, in addition to the
vascular cells themselves. Besides these factors that disrupt the en-
dothelial barrier, some factors exerting protective effects on the en-
dothelium appeared in the plasma, including IL-10 and G-CSF. IL-10
from activated monocytes/macrophages and T cells exerts im-
munosuppressive and anti-inflammatory effects [51,52]. G-CSF can
increase the growth capacity of ECs [53] and protect them against in-
jury induced by various pathological stimuli [54,55]. After SCI, because
both protective and destructive cytokines were simultaneously acti-
vated, further research should examine whether the destructive cyto-
kines dominated and resulted in the endothelial dysfunction of multiple
organs.

Although permeability and blood flow are two largely independent
indicators, they can also affect each other. For example, endothelial
damage caused by tissue ischemia-reperfusion leads to an increase in
permeability. Enhanced permeability may affect the ability of the en-
dothelium to regulate vascular activity. Permeability is associated with
the stimulation of multiple inflammatory factors and blood flow is
regulated by the local metabolism and innervation. The systemic in-
flammatory response caused by SCI stimulates ECs, causing disruption
of the EC barrier and increased permeability. The sympathetic de-
nervation caused by SCI may lead to dysregulation of organ blood flow.
However, the changes in the MVBF presented here and the wavelet
analysis suggest that local factors are also important.

5. Conclusion

The results of this study remind us that microcirculation disorders
should be tackled in order to avoid secondary complications after SCI.
Identification of the microcirculation risk of organ injury would allow
for the establishment of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. However,
in-depth research is needed to identify the mechanisms underlying the
MVBF disturbances and establish more effective physiological hemo-
dynamic management after SCI.
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